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research.     The circumstance probably affected him deeply,
as he was admirably fitted to appreciate children.
In 1866 Maxwell is described "as a man of middle height,
with frame strongly knit, and a certain spring and elasticity
in his gait; dressed for comfortable ease rather than ele-
gance; a face expressive at once of sagacity and good
humour, but overlaid with a deep shade of thoughtfulness;
features boldly, but pleasingly marked; eyes dark and glow-
ing, hair and beard perfectly black, and forming a strong
contrast to the pallor of his complexion. . . ." He might
have been taken for a country gentleman, or northern
laird. His strong sense of humour was expressed by a
peculiar twinkle of the eyes. He was serenely placid, and
genial, and patient when others would have been vexed.
In the laboratory he was very neat-handed, and whistled
in a half-subdued manner in a sort of running accompani-
ment to his thoughts, and occasionally wrould make
comments in a soft voice to his dog Tobi,
After he had become professor in Cambridge he once
sent a "large amount of calcareous deposit which had
accumulated in a curiously oolitic form in a boiler ... to
the Professor of Geology with a request that he would
identify the formation. This he did at once, vindicating
his science from the aspersion which his brother professor
would playfully have cast on it."
Einstein has said that he did not find the discovery of the
theory of relativity very difficult. He did not sacrifice his
time and interests in a consuming struggle with the problem.
He found the solution by normal application and work.
Maxwell also seems to have made his discoveries without
social sacrifice, or excessive mental strain. When he showed
signs of mental strain they seemed to be the secondary
effects of physical illness rather than the direct effects of
mental exhaustion. Unlike Newton and Faraday he never
suffered from mental disorder due to overwork, and his
mind preserved its lucidity even when he was dying. He
did not lose his full mental vigour until a few months
before his death, and he did not realize he was seriously ill
until he found he could no longer think creatively. Scientists

